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Resource Sheet Take Away
http://goo.gl/SO73L8

The Path
The What and Why of Infographics
Design PRINCIPLES [ 4 X 4 ]
Four ACTIONS: Proximity, Alignment, Repetition, Contrast
Four TOOLS: Balance, Color, Shape, Type
MERIT
Resources

What is an InfoGraphic?

https://designforjournalists.files.wordpress.com/
2015/02/kobejordan-infographics.png

http://www.conceptdraw.com/solution-park/infographics-spatial
http://www.terrellcotton.com/what-are-infographics-and-why-are-they-all-over-the-web/

http://visual.ly/so-you-want-make-infographic

Why?
When students make
infographics, it…
Increases student
learning and literacy
skills:
visual
technological
information
http://ctcdn.cc/post/25852_634622191360714660_89584_h.jpg

Why?
When teachers make
infographics they are
speaking visually to…
Show multiple modes
of content
representation
Reach more levels of
learners
http://ctcdn.cc/post/25852_634622191360714660_89584_h.jpg

Teacher is communicator
Communicators use all their language skills to get their
message effectively delivered to their audience
Communicators present their message clearly:
verbally, with non-verbal body language, and visually
Communicators (teachers) add even more value to their
message when it visualizes the content

Whaaaahhht?
Wait! NO!
I’m a teacher, not a
graphic designer!

http://notablebiz.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Surprised-e1366065407106.jpg

No worries…!
Use 4x4 design
PRINCIPLES:
4 ACTIONS
4 TOOLS
You can get to WoW!
here’s how…

by Arn: https://openclipart.org/detail/181690/Winking%20woman

Design ACTIONS
1. Contrast
2. Repetition
3. Alignment
4. Proximity

http://paper-leaf.com/blog/2012/10/principles-of-design-quick-reference-poster/

http://paper-leaf.com/blog/2012/10/principles-of-design-quick-reference-poster/

http://paper-leaf.com/blog/2012/10/principles-of-design-quick-reference-poster/

http://paper-leaf.com/blog/2012/10/principles-of-design-quick-reference-poster/

Design TOOLS
1. Balance
2. Color
3. Shape
4. Type

Balance
http://art.nmu.edu/groups/cognates/wiki/f21c5/images/ee693.jpg

Symmetrical / Asymmetrical

Symmetry: Elements are mirrored along a common axis

Asymmetry: Elements are organically in “balance” relying on interaction of form and negative space
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COLORS affect us in countless ways—mentally
and physically, consciously and subconsciously.
Psychologists have suggested that color impression can account for 60% of the
acceptance or rejection of a product or service. Good color choices should never
be neglected in web design. A bad color combination can have the same negative
effect as poor copy and slow load times. In this infographic, we will briefly discuss
color coordination and how you can use this to your advantage when designing
your site. Special thanks to @speckyboy, @smashingmag and @onextrapixel.

The color circle can be divided into warm and cool colors. As a
general rule, designing a website with an excessive combination
of warm and cool colors can confuse the viewer. It can often make
the site seem busy, dirty, and untrustworthy.

Uif!COLOR WHEEL
The color wheel is a simple tool that’s used to discover and
coordinate color harmonies—especially in web design. The first
circular color diagram was designed by Sir Isaac Newton in 1666.
(An example of a 12-point RYB “subtractive”
color wheel is shown to the left.)

WARM boe!COOL COLORS
The color circle can be divided into warm and cool colors. As a
general rule, designing a website with an excessive combination
of warm and cool colors can confuse the viewer. It can often make
the site seem busy, dirty, and untrustworthy.

“WARM” COLORS

“COOL” COLORS

Use warm colors in your designs
to reflect passion, happiness,
enthusiasm, and energy.

Use cool colors in your designs
to give a sense of calm or
professionalism.

PRIMARY, SECONDARY
boe TERTIARY COLORS
In the RYB (or subtractive) color model, the primary colors are red,
yellow and blue. The three secondary colors (green, orange and
purple) are created by mixing two primary colors. Another six tertiary
colors are created by mixing primary and secondary colors.

Uif
PRIMARY COLORS

Uif
SECONDARY COLORS

Primary colors, according to
traditional color theory, cannot be
formed by mixing any other color.

Secondary colors are the combinations
of two primary colors.

Tertiary colors combinations of one
primary and one secondary color.

COLOR HARMONIES boe SCHEMES
Certain color combinations look very pleasing, while others are painful and abrasive to look at.
Why is that? It’s more objective than you think: it’s based on the color wheel. Color harmonies (or
color schemes) consist of two or more colors with a fixed relation on the wheel. We’ve included 6
of the most common color schemes below used the 12-point RYB color wheel.

COMPLEMENTARY
Dpmpst

ANALOGOUS
Dpmpst

Complementary colors are those which
are directly opposite each other on
the color wheel. Due to the powerful
contrast of complementary colors, web
designers can choose one dominant
color (usually the background) and
another to highlight the most important
elements of the page (the content).

Analogous colors are those which lie on
either side of any given color. Analogous
color schemes are often found in nature
and are harmonious and pleasing to the
eye. They usually match well and create
serene and comfortable designs.

SPLIT-COMPLEMENTARY
Dpmpst

RECTANGULAR
(TETRADIC) Dpmpst

The split-complementary color scheme
is a variation of the complementary
color scheme. In addition to the base
color, it uses the two colors adjacent to
its complement. Split complementary
colors have a high degree of
contrast, but are not as extreme as
complementary colors, which result in
greater harmony.

The rectangular (or tetradic) color
scheme uses four colors arranged
into two complementary pairs. This
rich color scheme offers plenty of
possibilities for variation. Tetradic color
schemes works best if you let one color
be dominant. Be sure to pay attention
to the balance between warm and cool
colors in your design.

TRIADIC
Dpmpst

The triadic color scheme uses the power
of three colors which are situated at 120
degrees from each other (as determined
by an equilateral triangle) on the
color wheel. Triadic color harmony is
considered by some to be the best color
scheme. You could use one color for a
background and the two remaining for
content and the highlighted areas.

SQUARE
Dpmpst

The square color scheme is similar
to the rectangular scheme, but with
all four colors spaced evenly around
the color circle. This scheme offers
the greatest number of possible color
combinations—which can be a problem
for good harmony. Be careful when
using square color schemes.

HARMONY cfuxffo
LAYOUT boe!PHOTO ELEMENTS
Coordinating color between layout and photo elements is a way of building unity in
web design. A connection between the color of layout and photo elements needs to
be found or the design won’t look right. Just like poor use of color schemes, failure to
consider the color balance of web elements can leave a bad first impression as well.
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Some web designers opt to use
large amounts of layout/photo
coordination—in some cases
exclusively using the photo
elements to determine the entire
palette of the site. Coordinating
images and layouts around
similar colors provides a strong
connection for the user, it
suggests maximum unity.
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“WARM” COLORS

“COOL” COLORS

Use warm colors in your designs
to reflect passion, happiness,
enthusiasm, and energy.

Use cool colors in your designs
to give a sense of calm or
professionalism.

Uif
TERTIARY COLORS

CONTACT

Smaller amounts of color
coordination can be used to
highlight specific parts of a layout.
This can give additional focal
points, with surrounding layout
colors acting like a frame. Layout
elements containing this accent
color such as logos are given much
more impact as a result.
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COLORS affect us in countless ways—mentally
and physically, consciously and subconsciously.
Psychologists have suggested that color impression can account for 60% of the
acceptance or rejection of a product or service. Good color choices should never
be neglected in web design. A bad color combination can have the same negative
effect as poor copy and slow load times. In this infographic, we will briefly discuss
color coordination and how you can use this to your advantage when designing
your site. Special thanks to @speckyboy, @smashingmag and @onextrapixel.

Uif!COLOR WHEEL
The color wheel is a simple tool that’s used to discover and
coordinate color harmonies—especially in web design. The first
circular color diagram was designed by Sir Isaac Newton in 1666.
(An example of a 12-point RYB “subtractive”
color wheel is shown to the left.)

WARM boe!COOL COLORS
The color circle can be divided into warm and cool colors. As a
general rule, designing a website with an excessive combination
of warm and cool colors can confuse the viewer. It can often make
the site seem busy, dirty, and untrustworthy.

“WARM” COLORS

“COOL” COLORS

Use warm colors in your designs
to reflect passion, happiness,
enthusiasm, and energy.

Use cool colors in your designs
to give a sense of calm or
professionalism.

In the RYB (or subtractive) color model, the primary colors are red,
yellow and blue. The three secondary colors (green, orange and
purple) are created by mixing two primary colors. Another six tertiary
colors are created by mixing primary and secondary colors.
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yellow and blue. The three secondary colors (green, orange and
purple) are created by mixing two primary colors. Another six tertiary
colors are created by mixing primary and secondary colors.
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formed by mixing any other color.

Secondary colors are the combinations
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Tertiary colors combinations of one
primary and one secondary color.

COLOR HARMONIES boe SCHEMES
Certain color combinations look very pleasing, while others are painful and abrasive to look at.
Why is that? It’s more objective than you think: it’s based on the color wheel. Color harmonies (or
color schemes) consist of two or more colors with a fixed relation on the wheel. We’ve included 6
of the most common color schemes below used the 12-point RYB color wheel.

COMPLEMENTARY
Dpmpst

ANALOGOUS
Dpmpst

TRIADIC
Dpmpst

Complementary colors are those which
are directly opposite each other on
the color wheel. Due to the powerful
contrast of complementary colors, web
designers can choose one dominant
color (usually the background) and
another to highlight the most important
elements of the page (the content).

Analogous colors are those which lie on
either side of any given color. Analogous
color schemes are often found in nature
and are harmonious and pleasing to the
eye. They usually match well and create
serene and comfortable designs.

SPLIT-COMPLEMENTARY
Dpmpst

RECTANGULAR
(TETRADIC) Dpmpst

The split-complementary color scheme
is a variation of the complementary
color scheme. In addition to the base
color, it uses the two colors adjacent to
its complement. Split complementary
colors have a high degree of
contrast, but are not as extreme as
complementary colors, which result in
greater harmony.

The rectangular (or tetradic) color
scheme uses four colors arranged
into two complementary pairs. This
rich color scheme offers plenty of
possibilities for variation. Tetradic color
schemes works best if you let one color
be dominant. Be sure to pay attention
to the balance between warm and cool
colors in your design.

The triadic color scheme uses the power
of three colors which are situated at 120
degrees from each other (as determined
by an equilateral triangle) on the
color wheel. Triadic color harmony is
considered by some to be the best color
scheme. You could use one color for a
background and the two remaining for
content and the highlighted areas.

SQUARE
Dpmpst

The square color scheme is similar
to the rectangular scheme, but with
all four colors spaced evenly around
the color circle. This scheme offers
the greatest number of possible color
combinations—which can be a problem
for good harmony. Be careful when
using square color schemes.

HARMONY cfuxffo
LAYOUT boe!PHOTO ELEMENTS
Coordinating color between layout and photo elements is a way of building unity in
web design. A connection between the color of layout and photo elements needs to
be found or the design won’t look right. Just like poor use of color schemes, failure to
consider the color balance of web elements can leave a bad first impression as well.
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Some web designers opt to use
large amounts of layout/photo
coordination—in some cases
exclusively using the photo
elements to determine the entire
palette of the site. Coordinating
images and layouts around
similar colors provides a strong
connection for the user, it
suggests maximum unity.
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Smaller amounts of color
coordination can be used to
highlight specific parts of a layout.
This can give additional focal
points, with surrounding layout
colors acting like a frame. Layout
elements containing this accent
color such as logos are given much
more impact as a result.

Tertiary colors combinations of one
primary and one secondary color.
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COLORS affect us in countless ways—mentally
and physically, consciously and subconsciously.

COLOR HARMONIES boe SCHEMES

Psychologists have suggested that color impression can account for 60% of the
acceptance or rejection of a product or service. Good color choices should never
be neglected in web design. A bad color combination can have the same negative
effect as poor copy and slow load times. In this infographic, we will briefly discuss
color coordination and how you can use this to your advantage when designing
your site. Special thanks to @speckyboy, @smashingmag and @onextrapixel.

Uif!COLOR WHEEL
The color wheel is a simple tool that’s used to discover and
coordinate color harmonies—especially in web design. The first
circular color diagram was designed by Sir Isaac Newton in 1666.
(An example of a 12-point RYB “subtractive”
color wheel is shown to the left.)

WARM boe!COOL COLORS
The color circle can be divided into warm and cool colors. As a
general rule, designing a website with an excessive combination
of warm and cool colors can confuse the viewer. It can often make
the site seem busy, dirty, and untrustworthy.

“WARM” COLORS

“COOL” COLORS

Use warm colors in your designs
to reflect passion, happiness,
enthusiasm, and energy.

Use cool colors in your designs
to give a sense of calm or
professionalism.

PRIMARY, SECONDARY
boe TERTIARY COLORS

Certain color combinations look very pleasing, while others are painful and abrasive to look at.
Why is that? It’s more objective than you think: it’s based on the color wheel. Color harmonies (or
color schemes) consist of two or more colors with a fixed relation on the wheel. We’ve included 6
of the most common color schemes below used the 12-point RYB color wheel.

COMPLEMENTARY
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ANALOGOUS
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Complementary colors are those which
are directly opposite each other on
the color wheel. Due to the powerful
contrast of complementary colors, web
designers can choose one dominant
color (usually the background) and
another to highlight the most important
elements of the page (the content).

Analogous colors are those which lie on
either side of any given color. Analogous
color schemes are often found in nature
and are harmonious and pleasing to the
eye. They usually match well and create
serene and comfortable designs.

TRIADIC
Dpmpst

In the RYB (or subtractive) color model, the primary colors are red,
yellow and blue. The three secondary colors (green, orange and
purple) are created by mixing two primary colors. Another six tertiary
colors are created by mixing primary and secondary colors.

Uif
PRIMARY COLORS

Uif
SECONDARY COLORS

Primary colors, according to
traditional color theory, cannot be
formed by mixing any other color.

Secondary colors are the combinations
of two primary colors.
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TERTIARY COLORS

Tertiary colors combinations of one
primary and one secondary color.
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Certain color combinations look very pleasing, while others are painful and abrasive to look at.
Why is that? It’s more objective than you think: it’s based on the color wheel. Color harmonies (or
color schemes) consist of two or more colors with a fixed relation on the wheel. We’ve included 6
of the most common color schemes below used the 12-point RYB color wheel.
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designers can choose one dominant
color (usually the background) and
another to highlight the most important
elements of the page (the content).

Analogous colors are those which lie on
either side of any given color. Analogous
color schemes are often found in nature
and are harmonious and pleasing to the
eye. They usually match well and create
serene and comfortable designs.
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The split-complementary color scheme
is a variation of the complementary
color scheme. In addition to the base
color, it uses the two colors adjacent to
its complement. Split complementary
colors have a high degree of
contrast, but are not as extreme as
complementary colors, which result in
greater harmony.

The rectangular (or tetradic) color
scheme uses four colors arranged
into two complementary pairs. This
rich color scheme offers plenty of
possibilities for variation. Tetradic color
schemes works best if you let one color
be dominant. Be sure to pay attention
to the balance between warm and cool
colors in your design.

The triadic color scheme uses the power
of three colors which are situated at 120
degrees from each other (as determined
by an equilateral triangle) on the
color wheel. Triadic color harmony is
considered by some to be the best color
scheme. You could use one color for a
background and the two remaining for
content and the highlighted areas.

SQUARE
Dpmpst

The square color scheme is similar
to the rectangular scheme, but with
all four colors spaced evenly around
the color circle. This scheme offers
the greatest number of possible color
combinations—which can be a problem
for good harmony. Be careful when
using square color schemes.

HARMONY cfuxffo
LAYOUT boe!PHOTO ELEMENTS
Coordinating color between layout and photo elements is a way of building unity in
web design. A connection between the color of layout and photo elements needs to
be found or the design won’t look right. Just like poor use of color schemes, failure to
consider the color balance of web elements can leave a bad first impression as well.
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Some web designers opt to use
large amounts of layout/photo
coordination—in some cases
exclusively using the photo
elements to determine the entire
palette of the site. Coordinating
images and layouts around
similar colors provides a strong
connection for the user, it
suggests maximum unity.
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Smaller amounts of color
coordination can be used to
highlight specific parts of a layout.
This can give additional focal
points, with surrounding layout
colors acting like a frame. Layout
elements containing this accent
color such as logos are given much
more impact as a result.

The triadic color scheme uses the power
of three colors which are situated at 120
degrees from each other (as determined
by an equilateral triangle) on the
color wheel. Triadic color harmony is
considered by some to be the best color
scheme. You could use one color for a
background and the two remaining for
content and the highlighted areas.
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COLORS affect us in countless ways—mentally
and physically, consciously and subconsciously.
Psychologists have suggested that color impression can account for 60% of the
acceptance or rejection of a product or service. Good color choices should never
be neglected in web design. A bad color combination can have the same negative
effect as poor copy and slow load times. In this infographic, we will briefly discuss
color coordination and how you can use this to your advantage when designing
your site. Special thanks to @speckyboy, @smashingmag and @onextrapixel.
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The split-complementary color scheme
is a variation of the complementary
color scheme. In addition to the base
color, it uses the two colors adjacent to
its complement. Split complementary
colors have a high degree of
contrast, but are not as extreme as
complementary colors, which result in
greater harmony.

The rectangular (or tetradic) color
scheme uses four colors arranged
into two complementary pairs. This
rich color scheme offers plenty of
possibilities for variation. Tetradic color
schemes works best if you let one color
be dominant. Be sure to pay attention
to the balance between warm and cool
colors in your design.
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Uif!COLOR WHEEL
The color wheel is a simple tool that’s used to discover and
coordinate color harmonies—especially in web design. The first
circular color diagram was designed by Sir Isaac Newton in 1666.
(An example of a 12-point RYB “subtractive”
color wheel is shown to the left.)
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general rule, designing a website with an excessive combination
of warm and cool colors can confuse the viewer. It can often make
the site seem busy, dirty, and untrustworthy.
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to give a sense of calm or
professionalism.
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primary and one secondary color.

COLOR HARMONIES boe SCHEMES
Certain color combinations look very pleasing, while others are painful and abrasive to look at.
Why is that? It’s more objective than you think: it’s based on the color wheel. Color harmonies (or
color schemes) consist of two or more colors with a fixed relation on the wheel. We’ve included 6
of the most common color schemes below used the 12-point RYB color wheel.
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Complementary colors are those which
are directly opposite each other on
the color wheel. Due to the powerful
contrast of complementary colors, web
designers can choose one dominant
color (usually the background) and
another to highlight the most important
elements of the page (the content).

Analogous colors are those which lie on
either side of any given color. Analogous
color schemes are often found in nature
and are harmonious and pleasing to the
eye. They usually match well and create
serene and comfortable designs.
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The split-complementary color scheme
is a variation of the complementary
color scheme. In addition to the base
color, it uses the two colors adjacent to
its complement. Split complementary
colors have a high degree of
contrast, but are not as extreme as
complementary colors, which result in
greater harmony.

The rectangular (or tetradic) color
scheme uses four colors arranged
into two complementary pairs. This
rich color scheme offers plenty of
possibilities for variation. Tetradic color
schemes works best if you let one color
be dominant. Be sure to pay attention
to the balance between warm and cool
colors in your design.

The triadic color scheme uses the power
of three colors which are situated at 120
degrees from each other (as determined
by an equilateral triangle) on the
color wheel. Triadic color harmony is
considered by some to be the best color
scheme. You could use one color for a
background and the two remaining for
content and the highlighted areas.
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The square color scheme is similar
to the rectangular scheme, but with
all four colors spaced evenly around
the color circle. This scheme offers
the greatest number of possible color
combinations—which can be a problem
for good harmony. Be careful when
using square color schemes.
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LAYOUT boe!PHOTO ELEMENTS
Coordinating color between layout and photo elements is a way of building unity in
web design. A connection between the color of layout and photo elements needs to
be found or the design won’t look right. Just like poor use of color schemes, failure to
consider the color balance of web elements can leave a bad first impression as well.
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Some web designers opt to use
large amounts of layout/photo
coordination—in some cases
exclusively using the photo
elements to determine the entire
palette of the site. Coordinating
images and layouts around
similar colors provides a strong
connection for the user, it
suggests maximum unity.
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Smaller amounts of color
coordination can be used to
highlight specific parts of a layout.
This can give additional focal
points, with surrounding layout
colors acting like a frame. Layout
elements containing this accent
color such as logos are given much
more impact as a result.

The square color scheme is similar
to the rectangular scheme, but with
all four colors spaced evenly around
the color circle. This scheme offers
the greatest number of possible color
combinations—which can be a problem
for good harmony. Be careful when
using square color schemes.

Color: Emotion
More than the
science of color,
we respond to
the emotion of
color
Use color to
support the
meaning and
tone of the
message
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Comic Sans

Bradley Handwriting
Calligraphy X ???
Papyrus
Lucida Handwriting

Bring it home
Steve,
say something to inspire the group of teachers to see the
importance of their role as visual communicators and
creators of learning experiences…so that they can reach
more of their learners. Really, trust your instincts first,
then your knowledge.
I love you! Gloria ,-)

MERIT Program
Professional Learning (PL) for teachers who want to
transform their learning and teaching practice
Summer Institute in July at Krause Center for Innovation,
Foothill College, Los Altos Hills, CA 94022
TinyURL.com/KCI-MERIT

Contact
Steven J. McGriff, Ph.D.
mcgriffsteven@gmail.com / mcgriffsteven@foothill.edu
@stevemcgriff
StevenMcGriff
StevenMcGriff
www.stevenmcgriff.com
www.krauseinnovationcenter.org

Evaluate, please

Make better sessions happen with your feedback
Please complete your session evaluation

Resources
Take Away: http://goo.gl/SO73L8

Books

Lohr, Linda. Creating Graphics for
Learning and Performance: Lessons in
Visual Literacy. Upper Saddle River, NJ:
Merrill, 2003. Print.

Williams, Robin. The Non-designer's
Design Book: Design and Typographic
Principles for the Visual Novice. 4th ed.
San Francisco: Peachpit, 2014. Print.

